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Chair’s Introduction 

The history of this AWSC Inventory is described in the next section.  For clarification, at the Spring 2018 
AWSC, a Task Force was created with the goal to, “Analyze the prioritized inventory results.  Gather 
more information as needed.  Define a strategy to present and educate the Assembly on the new 
inventory results.”  The members were: 

1. Jami C., Task Force Chair & Archive Coordinator 
2. Brenda A., District 1 Alt DR 
3. Matt G., District 7 Representative 
4. Mary Sc., AAPP 

Most of the information contained within was presented at the Fall 2018 AWSC on August 4, 2018. 

There are three separate items consolidated into this document.  The reason for not keeping them 
separate is that together they make up the whole picture.  Each one, taken without the others, may be 
misinterpreted.    The three documents are: 

1. Detailed Analysis of Results 
Compiled by Task Force Chair, Jami C.  Due to confidentiality, the raw results were processed by 
Jami only. 

2. Research and Comments on Past Delegates (within our Area) 
Compiled by members:  Brenda A., District 1 Alt DR; Matt G., District 7 Representative;  
Mary Sc., AAPP.  

3. Research on Past Delegates in Other Areas 
Survey of all Al-Anon Areas by Carol V., Past Delegate, asking the question,  
“Do Past Delegates remain members of your AWSC in your Area?”   
59 out of 67 Areas responded. 

 
Heartfelt thanks to all the members of the Task Force and others who contributed to this process. 

 
In gratitude to be of service, 

Debbie Harvey 
WIUPMI-Area 61 Chairperson 
Panel 56 2016-2018 
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Detailed Analysis of Results 

AWSC Inventory Task Force 
Report on the Written Comments from the AWSC 2017 Fall Inventory  
(Compiled by Task Force Chair, Jami C.) 

Background: At the 2017 Fall AWSC meeting, the members of the AWSC decided that a group 
inventory was needed. Myself, Millett K., DR from District 4, and Brenda, Alternate DR from District 1 
volunteered to work on the an AWSC inventory. Millett, Brenda and I worked on revising the Group 
Inventory form G8a to fit the AWSC’s needs. In our attempt to make the Group Inventory form work 
for the AWSC, we concluded that the form was not a good fit. The focus of a Group Inventory form is 
on the meetings we attend – like our home groups. I began to look for an AWSC Inventory that 
addressed our needs as an Al-Anon Service group. After searching the WSO website struggling to find 
what we needed, a fellow AWSC member sent me a copy of an AWSC Inventory from WSO. The AWSC 
Inventory fit our needs well. I entered that Inventory word for word into a Google survey form and 
sent it to all of the AWSC members in December 2017. The survey was anonymous. Only I knew who 
answered the survey. I asked for people’s email address so that I could gather basic information for 
example, what position the member held, and how long they had been in AREA service. I used this 
information to describe who answered the survey for my report back to AWSC at the Fall AWSC. I did 
not use or share anyone’s personal information in my reports. Anonymity was promised and was not 
violated at any point in the Inventory process. 

At the Spring 2018 AWSC meeting, I reported the results of the AWSC Inventory.  

At the meeting, I shared each question and reported how members answered each question in the 
form of percentages visually represented in color coded pie charts. These results are included in this 
report as Appendix A.  

As the AWSC reviewed each question, the group decided what follow up was needed. We decided that 
a question did not need any follow up when we all agreed (percentages were 90 percent or higher) we 
were doing a good job in a specific area. We patted ourselves on the back and moved on.  

The remaining questions had responses that indicated much less disagreement.  These remaining 
questions did not follow any particular pattern or fall into neatly specific categories.   

The inventory included space for members to share ideas, observations and suggestions about how the 
AWSC could make improvements to the overall meeting structure that the AWSC currently operates. 
Due to time constraints at the Spring 2018 AWSC meeting, we did not review the written comments 
collected when members completed the inventory in December 2017. The written comments were 
included with the inventory results that were emailed to all AWSC members before the Spring 2018 
AWSC meeting. 
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Before we move on to the written comments section of the report, I want to remind everyone that we 
had a 50% response rate. That means of the 45 AWSC members that could have responded, 22 
members did respond to the Inventory. Completing the Inventory was not mandatory. AWSC members 
were only counted once. Meaning, if a member held multiple positions (for example they were an 
AREA coordinator and a DR) their answers were only counted one time. People with multiple positions 
were not sent multiple inventories.  

To better understand, the written comments I read them multiple times. As I read, I noted member’s 
comments and if the comment(s) were referring to a specific question or if the comment(s) were 
general comments about the AWSC as a whole. To protect the anonymity of the AWSC members I did 
not share each member’s comments, if I had just copied and pasted all of the comments from the 
Inventory, we would be no closer to an action plan than we were at the Spring 2018 AWSC. 
Additionally, I counted how many times specific ideas, communication, meeting changes, meeting 
productivity and dominance, were repeated in the comments that way we have a better understand of 
the most pressing trends that came out of the Inventory. That way we can focus on moving these 
trends forward as a group. I paraphrased comments and combined comments that reported the same 
observations, concerns or questions. I did not add anything to the comments. I synthesized the 
information (data) and am reporting it out to the AWSC  

I did not add my opinion or personal commentary to the information that I am reporting. My job in the 
Inventory process is to report what has been shared in the AWSC Inventory. I am reporting facts only. 
All of the written comments were included with the inventory results that all members of the AWSC 
received before the Spring 2018 AWSC meeting. 

The themes are being reported in the same basic order the questions were asked on the Inventory. 

AWSC Meetings 

Communication 

4 Comments 

Please post all the materials for AWSC to the AREA website prior to the meetings, 

Keep GRs in the loop about all the business that happens at the AWSC. For example, Thought Forces 
should be shared with the GRs. 

My observation: All of the AWSC and Assembly minutes, reports, and agendas are already being posted 
to the AREA website before each meeting. The information is posted two weeks or more before the 
meetings so members have time to read and make notes before attending AWSC. 

Possible Solution: We need to continue to make sure members know where on the website the 
information can be found. One possible solution is to create a short tutorial on how to get to our 
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website and how to navigate it once the member is there. This could allow members to go back and 
review the “how tos” when they are unsure of how to do it. The tutorial could be sent electronically to 
the new AWSC members. It is always good to be reminded that not all of us are tech savvy. 

Possible Changes to the AWSC meeting: 

 12 comments on the following topics 

During the AWSC Meeting: 

Members need to presume good will. 

Principles before personalities 

Members need to remember none of us are in charge, our higher power is our ultimate authority. 

There is less trust than there has been in the past 

Have microphones set up in several places around the room. Members must go to the mic to speak. 

Members have 2 minutes at the microphone. Chair needs to firmly enforce the time limit. 

Members cannot repeat what has already been said. Chair needs to firmly enforce the no repeating 
comments guideline 

Chair must keep members on topic 

No yelling at other members 

AWSC needs to be more productive: 

Standing Committees, Task Forces, Thought Forces etc. need to meet between the two AWSC meetings 
per year. 

Ideas to think about: 

Shifting the meeting agenda around, for example put budget discussions in the morning when 
members are more alert 

Be more willing to table agenda items if a topic under discussion needs more time. 

Move officer, coordinator and DR reports to after lunch 

Don’t have the standing committees report back to the entire group. Send the reports out 
electronically.  

No more skits!! They take up to much time and are not a good use of the member’s meeting time. 
Doing skits on Friday night was suggested. 
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Dominance 

I want to start with the basics the definition of dominance from Merriam – Webster dictionary: 

Controlling, prevailing, or being in a powerful position especially in a social hierarchy. 

The state or fact of being in control of or having more power than another 

 The Al-Anon Service Manual:  Officers rotate regularly. Rotation gives all members the 
privilege of serving. Officers/leaders are trusted servants; they do not govern the group. Pg. 
59 

Why am I sharing all of this information? To give us context that will help us understand the next two 
trends that emerged from the AWSC Inventory: member dominance and past delegate dominance. 

Member dominance: 

 6 comments 

Some members continue to bring up old issues 

Some members dominate the AWSC 

A great deal of time has been spent discussing the minority opinion because those who hold the 
minority opinion continue to argue their point when the majority still supports the decision that has 
been made. 

Some members have used the traditions as a weapon 

Some members seem to be angry and working their own agenda 

Delegate dominance: 

 2 comments 

Past delegates that have many years of service and are still involved in service at the AREA by serving 
on the AWSC and the Policy Committee is a form of dominance. It is also not in keeping with Tradition 
Two. 

Have fewer past delegates. Their vote is being viewed as a form of dominance.  

Member’s Comments on Past Delegates  
 5 comments 

The ongoing past delegate discussion has begun to divide the AWSC 
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It is not enough to just attend AWSC meetings and the Assemblies and not step up and participate in 
the work of the AWSC 

Others need to step up while the delegates need to step back 

We need the past delegates to mentor and advice 

Stop criticizing the past delegates willingness to serve instead thank them and ask them to mentor and 
advise us so we can step up our service game 

Past delegates please advise without voting rights 

We are complacent and overly dependent on the past delegates. Causing a serious lack of leadership 
rotation 

If the past delegates step back and the AWSC members do not step up the AWSC and the AREA will not 
be able to do all of the opportunities that come before us in the future. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jami Camburn Area Archivist, AWSC Inventory Task Force Chair 
Brenda A. District 1 Alt DR 
Matt G. District 7 DR 
Mary Sc. AAPP 

See Appendix A below. 

 
 
Appendix A:  
 
1. Following is a link to the AWSC Inventory responses that was sent out prior to the 2018 Spring 

AWSC meeting 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeg12qI_BKDdP5m4B3xD_nsybD56VbcnBC5Q4vD4Hk
0a5QxNA/viewanalytics 

2. The graphs in the power point presentation for the 2018 Spring AWSC meeting are below 

PLEASE NOTE: the orders of the slides were changed for the Inventory presentation at the AWSC 2018 
Spring Meeting. The demographic slides are in the beginning to better understand the makeup of the 
AWSC. In the online Inventory these question were at the end of the Inventory. 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeg12qI_BKDdP5m4B3xD_nsybD56VbcnBC5Q4vD4Hk0a5QxNA/viewanalytics
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeg12qI_BKDdP5m4B3xD_nsybD56VbcnBC5Q4vD4Hk0a5QxNA/viewanalytics
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------------------------------ End of DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESULTS ------------------------------ 
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Research & Comments on Past Delegates 

The results of Inventory/survey taken of all AWSC members regarding AWSC meetings was presented 
during the Spring 2018 AWSC meeting. A task force was formed to look further into the results.  

• We do not have unanimity at the area level; there is concern that Dominance may be an issue 
in our area 

• The current past delegate role for our area has voting privileges on the Policy Committee and is 
non-rotating (lifetime membership), which includes expenses paid to area events.   

 Wisconsin has 5 active Past Delegates, adding a sixth January 1, 2019.  

 Translated: the number of lifetime Active Past Delegates can override the votes of current 
elected officers on the Policy Committee.  

• The only Al-Anon members granted honorary lifetime membership on the WSO Board of 
Trustees were Lois W and Ann B, founders of Al-Anon. (Service manual. page 168) 

• There is no formal role of Past Delegate as defined by WSO in the Al-Anon Service manual. 
Other states do not have a past delegate role at all; a few have 1 past delegate.  

• NJ Area Policy Published 2/18/2015 states in a “6/2005 – Motion: All past delegates are 
considered members of the AWSC, are allowed to make motions, have voice but no vote.” 

• Three Obstacles to Success states in part that: ... Our program is based on ... rotation of 
leadership. 

• The WIUPMI policy manual has no time limit to how many 3-year area officer, area coordinator, 
or past delegate terms a member can hold. 

• Chart below from AWSC 2017 survey results of 20 respondents, 46 total possible members of 
AWSC 

Chart of members serving on AWSC 
• 30% 11 years or more 
• 25% 6-11 years 
• 10% 3-4 years 
• 5% 5 years 
• 20% 2-3 years 
• 10%1-2 years 

With over 55% of members 6 or more years and there being no cap, this range could be over 30 
years! 

• Looking to WSO for limits on service: The term of office for Trustee at Large (TAL) and Regional 
Trustee (RT) is three years; they may serve two terms, which may be consecutive. Page 
168/169, 2018 Service Manual.  

• In Wisconsin, with 5 officer roles and 9 coordinator roles, a member could "rotate" every 3 
years holding an area position for 42 years, never having the same position twice.  Experience is 
appreciated in Al-Anon; how long before service become dominance?   
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• Area Policy Manual, page 2 AWSC, Item 3. OTHER MEMBERS are: District Representatives (26), 
Liaison and Active Past Delegates. All Active Past Delegates are to be life members as of the 
5/91 motion. (5/86) (5/91) (5/05) (9/14)”  

 Note: the 5/91 motion was made 27 years ago. Much has changed since then.  

 Covering all Active Past Delegates expenses has become a significant Area financial 
commitment (budget line item $3,750)  

• WUPMI-61 Policy Manual, Page 5, Expenses/Revenue, Item 8, 4th bullet point covers expenses 
for: “The Delegate, Alternate Delegate and active Past Delegates to attend the North Central 
Regional Delegate’s Meeting (NCRDM).”  

• Area Policy, Expenses/Revenue, Page 5, Item 8, last bullet point covers expenses for: “Area 
Standing Committee, Thought & Task Force membrs to attend meetings called by their 
Chairperson”  

 Because of this Financial Policy, blanket coverage of Active Past Delegates to attend AWSC, 
Policy, or, Assemblies appears to be unnecessary  

 Free Conference calls are now available for committee, task force, planning meetings, and 
have been working geat for the 2018 Convention Planning Committee 

  Opportunities for Area Service are available for all AFG members including Past Delegates 

• WIUPMI-61 Alternate Delegate Job Description includes this information:  Annual: Attend the 
North Central Regional Delegates Meeting (NCRDM). This meeting is to prepare the new 
Delegates and Alternate Delegates from the Region for the World Service Conference (WSC).  

 WIUPMI-61 Area Job Descriptions, Duties and Responsibilities includes: “Following your 
term, act as a mentor to your successor.”  

 Note: there is no Job Description for Active Past Delegates 

• The NCRDM includes current delegates/alternate delegates from 9 areas:  IL-N; IL-S; IA; IN; MI, 
MN-N; MN-S; OH; WIUPMI  

 There were 2 new delegates each in 2016 and 2017, and 5 new delegates attended NCRDM 
for panel 58. Therefore, at least 2 or more active delegates, who have attended a recent 
World Service Conference may attend the regional delegates meetings and are available to 
prepare/mentor new delegates/alternate delegates for WSC attendance.  

 In addition, veteran delegates attending WSC are paired as mentors with each of the new 
delegates/alternate delegates attending their first WSC  

Respectfully prepared, 
Brenda A, District 1 Alt DR 
Matt G, District 7 Representative 
Mary Sc, AAPP 
(AWSC Task Force members) 

 

--------------------------End of RESEARCH & COMMENTS ON PAST DELEGATES -------------------------- 
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